June 2021
GENERAL MEETING
The next meeting at Stirling House is on Wednesday 16 June at 6pm when Dr Peter Gifford
will present a paper on ‘A history of the early years of Mardie station, Pilbara’.
Refreshments available from 5.30pm; Bookshop open until 6pm.
This history of Mardie, west of Karratha in the Pilbara
and one of the oldest station properties in the region,
was originally commissioned soon after the Chinese
company, Citic Pacific, took over the station in 2007.
However work on the project ceased with the Global
Financial Crisis, and has proceeded only fitfully since
then – with the necessity for paid work always a higher
priority. But the idea of writing the history of a pastoral
station has remained – partly because as the eminent
historian of Aboriginal Australia, Professor Tim Rowse
has pointed out, such ‘histories of particular leases are
not common. Your account strongly makes the point
that labour shortage was the bane of the pioneer
investor, leading to desperate policies that fell short of
large-scale murder.’ Professor Rowse is quite right – it’s
not history for the faint-hearted, but I have tried to be as
fair as possible to all concerned. Life for the early
Baled Mardie wool on the station landing near the mouth of the
European settlers of the Pilbara was terribly hard by 21st
Fortescue River. The wool was lightered out to sea, to be shipped to
century standards, but that does not excuse the atrocities
London. The landing was built soon after the station was first
which occurred – in particular on the neighbouring
settled by Mardie Simpson and David McIntosh in the late 1860s,
Burrup Peninsula/Murujuga, or at Minderoo along the
and remained in use until the 1940s.
Ashburton, further to the west. Nor does
it excuse the virtual slavery to which most of the Pilbara’s Aboriginal people were subjected once
the initial confrontations were over, and which did not end until quite recently.
Peter Gifford first became interested professionally in Aboriginal history in the 1990s when he
interrupted his doctoral studies to undertake a contract as the initial ethno-historian at the WA
Museum’s then Dept of Aboriginal Sites. After finishing his thesis, a book followed about the life
and times of an Aboriginal man from the Nullarbor, Arthur Dimer, and he made a living
thenceforward until retirement, from conducting oral histories and ethnographic survey work
involving Aboriginal people throughout the State.

Federal Fellowship award to Dr Layman
The Federation of Australian Historical Societies considers each year whether to award Fellowships to persons
who have made an outstanding contribution to the community history and heritage movement nationally and /or
in more than one State or Territory. The President Don Garden has announced that one of the awards this year
has been made to a Past President of the Society and a present member of its Council Dr Lenore Layman A.M.
You are invited to the presentation of the Award which will be made at the commencement of the Society’s
June General Meeting.

2021 Annual State History Conference of Affiliated Societies
Hosted by the Eastern Goldfields Historical Society in Kalgoorlie-Boulder from 3 to 5 September.
The welcome reception will be held on Friday evening followed by the conference and dinner on
Saturday and tours on Sunday morning.
In addition the Coolgardie Race Club has offered free admission for conference attendees to the
2021 Coolgardie Cup (held at the Kalgoorlie Race Course).
For further details of the program and the registration form, please see the RWAHS website —
histwest.org.au — or phone 9386 3841 — or email admin@histwest.org.au
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History West Community Centre: important message to members
Corporate support of the Society
Our Society is seeking patronage from the Corporate sector for our proposed History West Community Centre; to
that end we are forming a Major Donations Committee. This committee will seek either direct Corporate
donations or alternative funding, donations or sponsorship by approaching board members of suitable corporations.
We call upon our members to draw upon their contacts – family and friends in the corporate sector – to identify
individuals and businesses that, either through their own passion for history or the history of their business, would
be open to being approached by the Society for their financial support.
We also need to augment our Donations committee. We believe this could be an interesting and highly rewarding
project for the right people, those who have enjoyed a successful career and are ready to be vitally involved in a
major project. We would greatly appreciate your assistance in identifying potential committee members who would
enjoy this worthwhile challenge.
Your input at this stage of the campaign is of utmost importance. To date the Members’ Campaign has raised
$250,000 and is still growing. A grateful ‘thank you’ to members for your donations following the recent members’
events. We also have a major donor pledge; however several millions are still needed to make the new building a
reality. We have prepared a strong case for Corporate investment and now require your assistance to help us connect
to potential donor companies. With your introduction, we will be able to present our story to the right people.
Donations to the new building offer many naming opportunities and other benefits of association. We need to be
able to show corporates and the government that the Society believes in its own future. Your assistance in drawing
on those within your family and friendship circles to give us an entrée to corporate bodies, will prove the strength
of our Society and help us achieve this very worthwhile vision for our future.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Sally Anne Hasluck
**************

Call for Papers
Western Australian Economic History Summit 2021
Once again, the UWA Business School with
Ljubljana University, UWA Centre for WA History
and the Royal WA Historical Society present the
annual WA Economic History Summit. The theme
for this year’s summit is:
The Western Australian Difference – what are
the unique features of the economic history
of Australia’s western third?
Papers will also be welcomed that consider all
aspects of WA economic history, including those
relating to the state’s relationship within the
federation and with the broader region, and those
focused on social and economic data.
Keynote Address
‘New Research Topics in Economic History’
Professor Joan Roses,
London School of Economics & Political Science
Abstracts by 14 May 2021 to
Professor David Gilchrist david.gilchrist@uwa.edu
and final papers due 30 September 2021
Date: Thursday 11 November 2021, 9am-4pm
Location: UWA Business School
& Via Zoom (COVID Pending)
Cost: Attendance free.

SAVE THE DATE
Thursday 23 September 2021
The Royal WA Historical Society announcing the
History West Inaugural Lecture In Perth
by Dr Mathew Trinca AM, Director,
National Museum of Australia

‘Reading Western Australia in the National Past’
The University Club of Western Australia,
Auditorium at Crawley
6pm for 6.30pm

Register of possible guest speakers
We are appealing to members to put your name
forward if you have any interest in giving the
occasional talk to one of the many community
groups who contact RWAHS in search of a
speaker. The Office receives many such requests
and very often does not have anyone to hand who
could visit the group and give a talk.
So, if you are able and interested, please contact
Readings & Publications Committee and let us
know of your interest.
Heather Campbell, Secretary,
Reading & Publications Committee
hgmessina@bigpond.com

Book Reviewers
History West greatly appreciates the work of its book
reviewers who keep readers up-to-date about any newly
published Western Australian history book. The book
review section is a valuable part of each monthly issue.
As you will have noted, History West has a team of
reviewers but there are many new books and therefore
we are always looking out for any member who is
interested in reviewing and not yet on the team.
I am keen to hear from you, so please do contact me at
your convenience.
Lenore Layman, editor
layman@westnet.com.au

Welcome to new members in May
Ms Estelle Blackburn
Mrs Jane Di Giuseppe
Carole and Nigel Grant
Ms Elisabeth Re
Dr Helen Stone
History Guild Ltd
Mrs Yonnene & Master Monty King
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History in the City

the complex nature of preservation work on our
treasured heritage buildings:

Our May presentation by Chris Holyday on the History
of the RSL in WA explored its origins. It was the
ubiquitous Edith Cowan who helped establish the first
Soldiers’ Welcome Committee (SWC), forerunner of
the RSL, and became its first chairperson. Edith wanted
a home for returned soldiers and sailors to call their
own. Funds were raised to build a Soldiers’ Institute,
with the assistance of the Red Cross. Many institutions,
such the Victoria League, YMCA, Silver Chain,
schools and sporting clubs, supported the war effort;
even car owners gave generous support at Automobile
Club meetings to help fund ambulances for the front.
Despite the horrors of the war, digger humor was
prolific. Attendees learnt about a little known group
The Uglies Men’s Club, which started as a joke but
soon became a major charitable contributor to alleviate
financial hardship and provide voluntary housebuilding labour for dependents of deceased soldiers.

• Land Titles Office balconies – material
degradation
• St George’s Cathedral – strengthening
for earthquake
• Trinity Church – preventing collapse
Ian explained that the skills of a heritage engineer
include engineering design, knowledge of material
science, understanding of the processes of decay
and of how to strengthen the structure and remedy
deterioration. The work is challenging and
requires lateral thinking to formulate solutions for
structural inadequacy in accordance with accepted
heritage conservation principles.
As much of the work is now hidden from view,
those attending were provided in advance with a
file of images showing work in progress, for
viewing on iPads or devices during the tour.
Many thanks to Tours & Events members Ian
Maitland and Judy Dill-Macky for this successful
morning.

Soldiers’ Welcome Committee at the new Soldiers’ Institute,
opened in 1916. The building was situated where the current Perth
Council House now stands. Photographer: E L Mitchell. (Courtesy
City of Perth History Centre).

Chris Holyday’s well-researched and illustrated book –
A Century of Service. A History of The Returned &
Services League of Western Australia is available from
RWAHS & ANZAC House for $25.
We look forward to seeing you at our next talks on the
first Wednesday of the month at Citiplace Community
Centre, 2pm. $5 entry fee includes afternoon tea.
2 June – Roy Stall: the story of Australia’s Submarines
in the Cold War.
7 July – Chris Holyday: Henry Lawson’s time in 1890s
WA. (Into the West – When Australia’s bush poet
Henry Lawson came to Western Australia will be
available for purchase $25.)
Rachel Roe

Members treated to an absorbing
tour of Perth’s heritage buildings
On 1 May heritage engineer Ian Maitland
conducted a walking tour for members of three
Perth buildings, describing the engineering
conservation work he designed and undertook
during the past two decades. Problems requiring
resolution for each project were all quite different,
illustrating how varied the work of a heritage
engineer is, and providing a fascinating glimpse of
3
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these ceramics, and
Doulton & Co made them.
Two of the more unusual
items that were reviewed
in the recent Ceramics
Audit were a Moustache
mug and a Moustache
cup & saucer.
Fashionable men of late
19th century often sported
an impressive moustache,
Moustache cup & saucer.
but the heat from a cup of
MA1984.191A-B.
tea caused the moustache
wax to melt and sent the
corners of the moustache
drooping. In the 1870s
British potter, Harvey
Adams, was said to have
invented and patented a
shelf set inside a cup and
shaped like a butterfly
with a hole to drink
through. The cups came in
many shapes and sizes
and were often given as
Yews Creeper Moustache
wedding
gifts or prizes.
mug. MA1984.82
If you were hosting an
afternoon tea then you
would certainly be serving
some dainty little morsels
to eat and would need a
beautifully decorated plate
upon which to serve them.
One of the oldest items in
the Society’s collection is
Matilda Roe’s serving
dish. It belonged to John
Septimus Roe and Matilda
Roe and was reputed to
have been used by them
Matilda Roe's serving dish.
on their sea voyage to
MA2004.207.
WA in 1829.
While teapots and cups
and saucers may be the
stars of the afternoon tea
table, there are many
accoutrements that
accompany them,
including sugar bowls,
milk jugs, tea strainers,
Harvey Red Runner jug.
tea
spoons, sugar tongs
MA2019.18.
and tea cosies just to list a
few. We are fortunate to have many examples of these
in our collection. One such item is the Harvey Red
Runner jug, a little milk jug donated by Museum
volunteer Ainslie Edel. It is hand-painted with
wildflower motif by artist art teacher Amy Harvey,
who was Ainslie’s aunt. The jug dates from the 1950s1970s and was made in Swinnertons Staffordshire
England in the ‘Majestic Vellum’ design.
At the conclusion of the talk the attendees browsed the
extensive display and shared their own stories and
recollections over a lovely cup of tea, with their pinkies
down of course.
Natalie Richards & Kath Swan

Tuesday Treasures
The Tea Set
Many thanks to museum volunteers Natalie Richards
and Kath Swan who not only researched and presented
the much-enjoyed showing of the Society’s tea sets but
also organised a morning tea to complement it.
There is no more quintessential ritual than the
ceremony of serving afternoon tea. The Society has
such a wide variety of items in the collection relating to
the art of taking tea that it was difficult to decide which
to showcase in our April talk. We began with an
explanation of the origins and history of tea. The
custom of afternoon tea is credited to Anna Russell, 7th
Duchess of Bedford, in the early 19th century. The
usual habit of serving dinner between 8 and 9pm left
the Duchess with a ‘sinking feeling’. To stave off the
hunger she ordered tea, bread and butter, and cakes to
be served in her room. Later on she invited friends to
join her at home and the light tea was such a success
the habit caught on. An article in the Western Mail in
1898 provided advice on afternoon tea etiquette to
readers — ‘Don’t provide sticky things so your guests
soil their gloves; Don’t provide biscuits so crisp that
they cannot be eaten without a disagreeable crunching
sound; Don’t, if you live in the country district, provide
the same cake as everyone else’.
Visitors to our Western
Land exhibition will have
seen the Charlotte
Bussell tea set on display.
This tea set consists of six
plates, six saucers, four
cups and one cake plate,
and are believed to have
been a wedding gift to
Charlotte in 1838.
Another set that was much
Charlotte Bussell tea set.
admired
by those who
MA2009.154a-d.
attended the talk was the
Inglis Foley tea set. The
remains of this tea service
by Wileman & Co have
historic and social
significance for their
connection to the Inglis
family of Williambury
Station out of Carnarvon
who later lived in
Cottesloe. It was often the
Inglis Foley tea set
teapot that was the first
MA1999.65A-Y.
part of a tea set to be
broken, because it was
most used on a daily basis.
With delicate spouts and
fragile lids and handles no
wonder we have only a
few teapots in the
collection. One that did
survive the years was an
Australian Federation
Australian Federation 1901
1901 teapot. John Slater
teapot. MA1999.65A-Y.
and John Shorter designed
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Library News

Pigs for
Settlers,
Milking
machines,
Irrigation
Plots, Silos
… on Easy
Terms’.
Also detailed
was water
conservation
(plenty of
rain, easily
accessible bore water and ‘no droughts’), optimistic
details of life on the land in a ‘Superb Climate’, prospects
for pastoralists and in the ‘Great Wheat Belt’, and the
promising outlook for export of fruits and wines, apples
and oranges. Then there was the potential of ‘Arboreal
Wealth’ and the ‘Giant Forests’, mining and the
development of base metals, fisheries and pearling: ‘The
Jewels of the Ocean’.
The section
‘The Worker
in the Gold
State’ is
more
sobering.
WA ‘has
been called
the Worker’s
Paradise …
But, with a
period of
temporary
depression, the West is not for the time being a happy
hunting ground for the man out of work’. The supply
of skilled tradesmen is ‘quite equal to the demand’ and
the avenues of employment in the town industries
‘have unfortunately been severely curtailed by the
immediate impact of Federation. For instance, a very
promising tobacco industry has been wiped almost out
of existence’. However there is ‘No Depression in the
Rural Districts–Plenty of Work on the Land’ and
‘Demand for Domestic Servants’. Finally there is the
endless promise of ‘The Great Nor’-West. A Province
in Embryo. Wool – Cattle – Pearls – Gold – Tin’.
The promises of 1907, cheap land and natural wealth,
lured settlers. During the next six years there was an
influx of over 46,000 British immigrants, 31,000 of
them assisted, resulting in a considerable increase of
rural production, railways, infrastructure and what
economist Reg Appleyard described as an ‘agricultural
revolution’. (Stannage A New History of Western
Australia p.227). Then came World War 1 and postwar
‘depression’. Once again rural immigration and land
development were invoked as WA’s salvation in the
form of the Group Settlement Scheme of the 1920s.
But this time ‘immense hope and cheerful courage’
were not enough and the promise was not fulfilled.
Every generation has its PR spin. Exploring that from
the past gives readers a clear idea of the hopes and
dreams of successive generations and their ideals of a
good life. It also testifies to the sleights of mind and
hand that underpin the boosterism of the times. As
readers from succeeding generations, we are only too
aware of the extent of the suffering that followed.
Historical perspective makes so many things clear.
Hilaire Natt, Library volunteer

Promoting Australia in 1907
As part of its care for the collection, the Library has
recently rebound its copy of Australia Today 1907. An
Epitome of Australia’s Resources and Attractions, a
special issue of The Australasian Traveller in
December 1907. Published in Melbourne by the United
Commercial Travellers' Association of Australasia the
journal aimed to promote travel, tourism and
immigration. It provides a glimpse into the attractions
of the period and the idyll promoters projected to
attract those with money to holiday as well as
immigrants seeking a better life. Library volunteer
Hilaire Natt tells us of the interesting (but misleading)
picture that it paints.
The year 1907 came at the close of two decades of
great change for Western Australia. With the end of the
gold boom and the beginnings of federated Australia,
WA’s economy and life changed dramatically. Gold
had lost its glitter, local industries were failing, jobs
were drying up as cheaper manufactured goods flooded
in from the eastern states, and immigration had
virtually ceased.
But you would never
know of these
difficulties from
reading Australia
Today 1907. An
Epitome of Australia’s
Resources and
Attractions, recently rebound by the Library.
Lavishly illustrated, the
glossy publication
claimed to give ‘The
fullest information To
Immigrants, Settlers
and Tourists’, including
where to apply in
London and Australia,
offers of cheap fares,
and a tempting vision of a better future. It was a
booster publication!
Each State had a promotional tag: New South Wales
was ‘The Mother State’ and ‘The Working Man’s
Paradise’, prosperous Victoria was ‘Noted for its
Fertility and Manufactures’, Queensland and South
Australia were ‘States of Vast and Varied and Rich
Resources’, while ‘The Golden West’ was curiously
‘The Nearest State to the Old World’. The Golden
West, according to the author, might no longer be in
gold boom times but in future will be known for ‘its
golden grain and the richness of the rural industries’.
Cheap, arable land was abundant and ‘the producer is
several days closer to the great markets than his eastern
competitors… It is also inaugurating the export of
lambs, frozen meat and grain’. The commercial
prospects ‘are such as to inspire the producer with
immense hope and cheerful courage’.
Immigration is discussed at length. Land settlement
was of vital importance under the national immigration
policy; therefore settlers and rural workers were invited
to apply for assisted passages. There was help for their
relatives too. The Dept of Agriculture was on hand to
assist new settlers with experimental farms, equipment
and stock, including ‘Dairy Cattle, Breeding Ewes,
5
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Stories from the Storerooms

vinaigrette. The firm was renowned for producing such
boxes as well as calling card cases. Upon opening the
box, you can see a delicate gilt screen that holds the
remains of a perfumed sponge. A hinge on one side of
the screen allows it to be easily lifted and securely
pushed down again. There are three die-stamped
maker's marks on the underside of the lid; the second
of these reads ‘Y&W’, which stands for Yapp &
Woodward. This is followed by the lion passant
(walking) and the first is Queen Victoria’s head in an
oval cartouche. This is the duty stamp. Duty stamps
were created to indicate that a tax on the item had been
paid to the crown. On the inside base are the anchor
which denotes it was made in Birmingham and ‘C’ in a
square cartouche giving the year. It was hallmarked in
Birmingham in 1851.
Our small silver box, the most common form of
vinaigrette, was used to hold aromatic substances,
usually dissolved with vinegar. A vinaigrette differed
from smelling salts in that it was held in a sponge that
was saturated with a mixture of perfume and ammonia
to be sniffed should the user be passing through a
particularly smelly area. If a person felt faint, they
could sniff their vinaigrette and the sharp vinegar smell
might shock their body into action. The cesspits in
Perth and Fremantle made the town somewhat
malodorous and possibly encouraged women to carry
such items late into the 19th century.
There is expected wear and patination under the screen
where the perfumed sponge is kept, however the
sterling silver remains in reasonable condition for a
box that is approximately 168 years old!
Whether the vinaigrette belonged to donor Bonte
Townsend’s mother, Helen Mary Jane Copeland née
Leguay (1855-1942), born in Kent to Joseph Leguay
and Eliza Tait (1825-1876 ,also a possible original
owner), or her husband’s mother, the postmistress
Annie Maria Graves, has not been established. Anna
Maria Graves was born in 1851, daughter of William
and Mary Ann (another possible original owner) who
arrived in 1853. Anna Maria became a telegraphist in
WA in 1874 and was postmistress succeeding her
father from 1876 to 1884 when she married William
Charles Townsend, father of our donor’s husband.

Warding off smells – The Vinaigrette

Sources
Dorothy Erickson, ‘Aspects of stylistic and social influence
on the practice of gold and silversmithing in Western
Australia 1829-1965’, PhD thesis UWA 1991. vol 1 ch 2.

Parcel-gilt sterling silver vinaigrette, with excise mark and
hallmark for Birmingham with date stamp for 1851, donated by
Bonte Townsend in 1986. MA1986.162 RWAHS.

Enderslea Visit - Sunday 12 September

At a time when miasma theories – the idea that disease
was carried by foul air – were dominant, both men and
women carried a vinaigrette as a protective measure,
but by the 1820s the accessory had become almost
exclusively a feminine one and had a secondary use. It
was customary to carry one as ladies were expected to
faint because of their delicate constitution. Carried in a
pocket or reticule, or suspended from a chatelaine at
the waist, a vinaigrette was used as a little emergency
tool in case the wearer encountered foul smells, and, if
the wearer was overwhelmed with emotion, it would be
near at hand to use as a restorative. Given the
whalebone corsets required in some of the fashions of
the later nineteenth century it would probably have
been a common occurrence for some women to have
‘the vapours’.
This sterling silver box from British silversmiths Yapp
& Woodward, which was based in Birmingham, is a

to guarantee your place
register your expression of interest
or
book & pay your $100 pp now for
RWAHS all-inclusive Day Trip
transport, m/tea, performance & picnic lunch
*********
ENDERSLEA FARM & THEATRE 180
present
Georgiana Molloy
‘The Blackwood River Passing By’
*********
Self drive places limited to 25 — Coach 45
Flyer & full details available at Stirling House
Phone 9386 3841 or admin@histwest.org.au
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A Gentleman’s Waistcoat

on board was wearing ‘a hairy cap with a blue camel’s
hair jacket and a yellow cotton waistcoat’. George
Fletcher Moore, always concerned about his colonial
status and image, was bad tempered about the poor
quality and fitting of modern styles in waistcoats being
shipped out to him, particularly those with sleeves,
calling them ‘weird looking things’. He’d already sent
back a judge’s coat and waistcoat. They were
‘tasteless, shapeless and looked as tho made for a large,
elderly man’. What he badly wanted, he grumbled, was
a waistcoat of ‘silver grey with no figuring, plain and
gentlemanly’ as befitted his position.

History West is delighted to publish occasional pieces
that flow from the pen of member Jo Pearson, the
Society’s former hon. curator of costume. Jo has a
wealth of knowledge to share on costume history, a
fascinating area of material culture.
The word waistcoat implies either a waist-length coat
or waste cloth cut from a longer length coat, a
wastecoat. Samuel Pepys called his waistcoats vestes –
with one exception. In 1661, he wrote in his diary that
he had worn a white waistcoat made from one of his
wife’s petticoats: ‘I went home and put on my grey
cloth suit and faced white coate, made of one of my
wife’s pettycoates’.
For centuries gentlemen were rarely seen without a
waistcoat for fear of being considered ‘undressed’ and
the Regency gentlemen arriving in the Swan River
Colony remained surprisingly fashion-aware given the
unsophisticated circumstances in which they found
themselves. William Lamb soon began catering to their
dress needs, advertising waistcoats for sale in the Perth
Gazette. Other traders followed suit offering superior
silk velvets suitable for gentlemen’s waistcoats. Tailor
F Waldeck imported ‘an assortment of fancy waistcoat
pieces in plaids and tweeds’ ready to be made up in
any style and size.

Perth Gazette & WA Journal,
2 March 1833, p. 36.

Dodging the tricky question
of how to acquire
fashionable waistcoats in
the colony, Francis Lochee
brought his with him from
London in 1838. Wealthy
and ambitious, he partowned and edited the Perth
Gazette and became a
banker, two quite
aggressive occupations,
Francis Lochee’s
making his choice of
cream satin waistcoat.
waistcoat seem surprisingly
Donor: Michael Richardsonromantic. The front panels
Bunbury. C1991.141 RWAHS.
of his cream satin vest are
embroidered with floral
emblems in pink, red and
blue sprigs with metal
thread stems and leaves. A
nipped-in waist emphasised
his figure, while side
gussets suggest a weight
problem similar to that of
George Leake.
Could anyone with the high
status of Sir Archibald Burt,
first Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court, ever be
considered a romantic?
Often nostalgic and
homesick for his birthplace
of St Kitts in the West
Indies, he arrived in Perth in
Archibald Paull Burt’s black
1861,
bringing with him not
satin waistcoat.
only
seven
of his twelve
C1963.74a RWAHS.
children, but also his old
hand-sewn black satin waistcoat with red and pink
floral sprigs. Made in St Kitts in the 1840s, Sir
Archibald had worn it as a young man in his thirties.

Inquirer, 16 June 1841, p. 2.

Fashionable waistcoats were expensive at fourteen
shillings and six pence, albeit cheaper than in earlier
times when £8 was paid for an embroidered white
taffeta waistcoat. Some (without the means) found the
desire to own a waistcoat so compelling they resorted
to ways other than cash to obtain it. In 1840 George
Peers was charged with stealing two in the space of six
months, one the property of Thomas Withnell. Jailed
for twelve months with hard labour, George needn’t
have felt too ashamed – a gentleman had once sold
some land he didn’t own in order to finance his new
clothes; he shared the same fate as George.
For those with money to spare, Thomas Jecks’ General
Store in Guildford 1839 began selling rose water and
hair oil. The Woodbridge store sold trousers and
figured satin and silk plush waistcoats and William
Robinson set up a silk dyeing and cleaning shop to
service them. Paul Hasluck suggested that the service
satisfied ‘the foppishness engendered by the figured
satin waistcoats sold from Woodbridge’. A cleaning
service was important as heat caused perspiration
smells and stains, and flies left their black trademark
on everything. William Tanner declared flies and fleas
were far worse in Perth and Fremantle than in
Guildford where he lived, but there were enough
around for the Perth Gazette to advertise that orders
‘left at Mrs Crisp’s cleaning service would be
punctually attended to’.
Waistcoats often reflected a gentleman’s individuality.
George Leake wrote of his voyage to the Swan in 1829
that he was feeling healthier but was getting stout and

Oscar Wilde advised that
‘One should always be in
love – and for that reason
one should never marry’ but
history shows that from day
one of colonial settlement
there was a romantic
elopement (from Fremantle
to Perth) quickly followed
by plentiful marriages.
When Thomas Saw wed
Sophie Harriet Gibbs at St
George’s Church in 1852,
Sophie wore a gown she
had sewn herself. Thomas’
Thomas Saw’s cream silk
choice
was a soft cream silk
wedding waistcoat.
-brocaded wedding
Donor: Marian Leunig.
waistcoat with an embossed
C1992.80 RWAHS.
pattern of flowers and
narrow back tapes to pull tight and emphasise his slim
waist. Stored together in the costume collection they
remain romantically linked in perpetuity.
Jo Pearson
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Affiliates & other news

Margaret worked for decades for the Wanneroo
Agricultural Society and St John Ambulance as well as
for other community organisations. She served as
Wanneroo Historical Society’s secretary from its
foundation in February 1989. Her community service
to Wanneroo was a life’s work and one for which we
are all grateful.

Bassendean Historical Society’s
current campaign
The old Pensioner Guard cottage –
Surrey Street
The oldest building still standing in Bassendean is a two
-roomed cottage completed in 1856-57 by convicts for
Pensioner Guard John Law Davis (a former private in
the East India Company) and his family. It was one of
four brick homes built on two-acre blocks facing Surrey
Street that were set aside for a Pensioner Guard village.
Lieutenant Edmund Du Cane of the Royal Engineers,
who was in charge of organising convict labour for
public works in the Guildford district, had responsibility
for building the houses. By June 1857 all four cottages
were ready for their new owners. The Pensioner Guard
assigned to the cottage could claim ownership of the lot
and house after seven years’ occupation.
In November 1864 title for lot P114 was transferred to
John Davis for a peppercorn rent. Seven children were
born to Davis and his wife Amelia — Amelia (1857),
William Henry (1858), Frederick (1860), John (1862
d.1865), Benjamin (1864), Elizabeth Fanny (1866), and
Joseph (1868). John Davis died in July 1870 and
Amelia remarried in 1873 to John Bates. The couple
continued to live in the cottage and two more children
were born to Amelia.
In 1893, she sold the block to Edmund Brockman who
onsold it to Frances, his daughter, and her husband
Aubrey Brown. Frances and Aubrey Brown built a
large residence in 1893 and the cottage became part of
the property, linked to it by a verandah. The cottage
ceased to be a home and for many years it was mostly
used for storage or left empty. The almost two-acre lot
was not subdivided until 1976 when the land
containing the house and the cottage became lot 50 of
Guildford Town Lot P114.
In March 1987 the cottage was included on the register
of the National Trust of WA and its cultural heritage
significance recognised. It was registered by the
Heritage Council of WA in 1989 and placed on the
Register of the National Estate in 1991.
The Town of Bassendean purchased the land containing
the Pensioner Guard cottage along with the adjoining
house at 1 Surrey Street in 1988 hoping to ensure the
preservation of both for the Bassendean community.
The house was retained to preserve the integrity of the
cottage and for use as a community resource.
With the help of key supporters, including RWAHS,
Bassendean Council obtained funding from
Lotterywest to assist the refurbishment of the house
and the construction of an interpretive centre. In
October 2020 the Council resolved not to refurbish the
house and cottage, and returned the large grant to
Lotterywest. Council subsequently resolved to ‘dispose
of’ the property.
The Bassendean Historical Society is currently
endeavouring to secure the site so it remains in public
ownership. If you can provide any assistance at all,
please contact — BHS secretary Sarah Edmonds at
basshistsoc@gmail.com
****************
Margaret Cockman, a founding member of Wanneroo
Historical Society, has been honoured on her 90th
birthday. Living treasure and freeman of the city,

Margaret with Wanneroo mayor Tracey Roberts
and Joondalup mayor Albert Jacob.

****************
The Midland Railway Network has been established by
the Shire of Carnamah & Carnamah Historical
Society/Museum, Irwin Districts Historical Society,
Gingin Railway Station & Markets, Midland and
Districts Historical Society, Mingenew Historical
Society, Mogumber Progress Association, Moora
Historical Society and Walkaway Station Museum.
This network along the Midland Railway Companybuilt railway line from Midland to Walkaway aims to
better preserve the history of Midland and the Midland
Railway Company and will work together on the
history of the Company along its former route and the
towns it passes through.
In Koorabup, journal of the Denmark Historical
Society, Ashleigh Murch records the history of butter
production in Denmark. In the early 20th century
Denmark boasted two butter factories, but they had
checkered lives and did not survive the century. WA
shoppers’ current difficulty in buying local butter is a
sad end to a local industry. But perhaps local
production will rise again?
Eastern Goldfields Historical Society has begun a
project documenting pastoral stations of the region. If
readers have any information to share, please contact
— eghs@kalgoorliehistory.org.au
Our best wishes to Kalamunda & Districts Historical
Society which is currently coping with the aftermath of
the fall of a marri tree in the History Village in
January. The sawpit, Post Office and Chamber House
(the two latter both 1921 buildings) were damaged.
The Society estimates that 500 hours of voluntary
labour has been needed to re-assemble the rooms after
Council repaired the structures. Re-opening of History
Village is imminent.
Melville History Society reminds us that there is a
new exhibition at Wireless Hill Museum — Signals,
Cyphers and Stories: A Stitched History of
Telecommunications – in combination with the
Embroiderers’ Guild. It is open — 2 May to 22 August.
Don’t forget to pay them a visit.
Midland and Districts Historical Society is
promoting acknowledgement of the suburb of
Wexcombe and its history. It is 70 years since the first
migrants arrived at Wexcombe from Europe, part of
the large number of skilled workers who came to work
at the WA Government Railways Workshops in
Midland Junction. The migrants received temporary
accommodation in Nissen huts in the area that we now
know as the suburb of Stratton but first named
Wexcombe. The name was effectively wiped off the
map in 1976.
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Marlie Betty & a vintage horse-works display
Members will be interested in this message to History West received from Bec Evans and her family. If you
can advise or help Bec in any way, please contact the Office and we will put you in touch. Bec writes —
My partner and I have started travelling to large events throughout WA with our Historical Vintage
Horse Works Display. We attended Wagin Woolorama 2021 and Donnybrook Apple Festival, not only
with our antique authentic implements but also with our registered Australian draught horse, Marlie
Betty, whom we use as part of our demonstrations.
To date we have a Bental Horse Works c1850s included in our demonstrations. This was shipped to
Greenough in 1851, along with the Intermediate Gears and original Bental Chaff Cutter (that we were
generously gifted by its second owner). However they are not currently running. We also have c1900
implements we run like chaff cutters, gristers, roller mills. We hunted high and low to find these
implements in original working order and have been very lucky to locate them. We are constantly looking
for horse-drawn implements and specifically belt driven implements to use in our displays.
Our horse Marlie Betty, four years old, is the main part of our display and we again searched for several
years throughout Australia to find the perfect horse as we needed one to use with all our other vintage
farm implements. Marlie Betty comes from NSW and this amazing mare has farmed the land with her
breeder/trainer and does it all.
We would like to start up as ‘Wheatbelt Draught Horses’ and tour WA to big events to promote ‘Keeping
History Alive’ and showing the public how things were done in times before pre-tractors and motors.
We are the only people in Western Australia with such a display and the only ones who have a horse
capable of working the horse works in a high stress environment such as big public events. To date we
have been self-funded and would like to continue to share our knowledge but we face ongoing costs. Our
main cost is commercial public liability insurance, which is high because we use a living animal in our
demonstrations along with high-risk implements, even though our display is completely fenced.
We do this as a love for history and sharing it with others and we welcome sponsors.
Can anyone help with suggestions for assistance?
Bec Evans

Proudly presents the 2021
$100,000
Hahn Electrical Coolgardie Cup
Race Meeting
Sunday 5th September 2021
8 exciting races

Bars & Totes
Children’s Activities
Food Outlets
Live Entertainment during the day
& after the last
Gates open from 11.30am TBC
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Community Talk

looked after other
people’s infants purely
for profit, particularly if
the care they provided
was poor. Alice Mitchell
learned to read and write
despite an intermittent
education in a childhood
‘moving to and fro’. By
1907 she had been
married twice and had
had eight children, only
five of whom survived.
Alice and her AfricanAmerican husband
Charles lived at several
addresses in Perth,
including Edward Street.
Alice took in babies for money, which led to
suggestions of ‘baby farming’ by the Sunday Times.

A ‘baby farm’ in Perth

Members and friends greatly
appreciated author Stella Budrikis’
fascinating talk on the Alice
Mitchell baby farming case about
which the speaker has written an
interesting book. This 1907 event,
when Alice was arrested and tried
for the murder of infant Ethel
Booth, caused a Perth scandal. It is
a sad story. Many young unmarried
mothers, unable to care for their
babies, relied on other women to
look after them. This was not day
care; the babies were re-homed
because these surrendering mothers were unable to
house their babies with themselves; often they worked as
live-in domestic servants sleeping in a small room. Our
speaker painted a picture of a social tragedy where
legislative change was needed to protect children's
welfare. Not surprisingly, first wave feminists – led by
women such as Edith Cowan and Bessie Rischbieth –
were in the vanguard of this struggle for social reform.
Stella’s talk sparked a range of questions exploring
some of the disabilities young women faced if they had
young children and little or no means of caring for
them themselves. Absconding fathers and community
attitudes to illegitimacy were explored.
For more information on Stella Budrikis and her
publications, visit — https://www.stellabudrikis.com
Many thanks to all the volunteers who assisted on the
morning – Mike Taylor on the technology, Wendy
Lugg on the photography, Marie Francois Scott at the
Bookshop.
Our author signed copies of her book, which is
reviewed below. We recommend it to you.

Over the years when many of those babies failed to
thrive, Dr Officer, ‘with his reassuring smile and suave
delivery of advice’, was generally called in to treat
them. He first called on Alice Mitchell in 1902, to
attend her granddaughter, Alice Hall, who was suffering
from diarrhoea. This episode ended with the ‘genial
doc’ writing little Alice’s death certificate – a scenario
that was to be repeated regularly over the years.
The third main character in this haunting and
beautifully written story is Harriet Lenihan, the lady
health inspector — ‘The Inspector in Petticoats’. Given
no clear guidelines for the role, she nevertheless visited
the Mitchell house regularly, checking ‘the room where
the babies were kept’, opening drawers ‘to make sure
the children had enough bedding’, and examining
feeding bottles. Despite claiming she found no ‘cause
for complaint’, Harriet was pilloried by the public and
press for failing to prevent the deaths.
Alice Mitchell, Dr Officer and Harriet Lenihan were
thrown together in February 1907 when little Ethel
Booth died in hospital, a day after her admission. Alice
Mitchell, charged with her unlawful killing, went
through an inquest, a trial for wilful murder and
subsequent imprisonment. Dr Officer and Harriet
Lenihan were among the witnesses.
This is an impeccable publication, well researched and
detailed. Not content with just covering the main
events, the author has dug much more deeply
throughout, providing background detail, giving depth
to personalities and context to events – all very
satisfying to the reader! There are no illustrations, but
word pictures more than compensate and include the
Supreme Court of the time set in the ‘grassy
paddock’ (which became the gardens) as well as the
environs of Perth Central Station, 1897, with horsedrawn cabs waiting ‘beneath a row of eucalypts’.

*************

Book Reviews
Stella Budrikis, The Edward Street Baby Farm:
the murder trial that gripped a city, Fremantle
Press, 2020. In Library & Bookshop $33.
Reviewer: Heather Campbell

This case reflected public attitudes of the time,
fortunately resulting in changes to these attitudes as
well as to child protection laws. It reminds us to be
watchful, particularly on behalf of those less fortunate.

‘Baby farming’ was a term widely used in the early
20th century to describe the activity of those who
10
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June Shenton Turner, The Shentons. A Family of
Consequence in Western Australia, The Author,
Perth, 2019. In Library & Bookshop $45.
Reviewer: Ian Berryman

Errol Seymour, The Boy Who Told Stories: the
Seymours of Dunsborough: an intriguing
account of a pioneering family in Western
Australia, Vivid Publishing, 2019. In Library &
Bookshop $45.
Reviewer: Lenore Layman

The Shentons were one of a
small group of families that
were prominent in Western
Australia in the period
between the founding of the
colony in 1829 and the
discovery of gold in 1885. The
first member of the family to
reside in WA was William
Kernot Shenton (1801-1842),
who arrived in October 1829.
He was followed by three of
his cousins - the brothers
George Shenton (1811-1867),
William Young Shenton
(1805-1866) and Arthur
Shenton (1816-1871), who came to the colony in 1833,
1841 and 1844 respectively. William Young Shenton is
almost invisible. He appears to have spent his life in WA
living at Wanneroo, where he grew grapes and
vegetables, and took no part in public life.
The other three men were all prominent citizens. William
Kernot, the most versatile of the quartet, had trained as an
engineer and was engaged by Colonel Lautour to
supervise his operations in the colony. Lautour’s venture
collapsed almost immediately, and William eventually
erected the mill sent by Lautour at Mill Point, South
Perth. He helped to establish WA’s first newspaper, in
1831, and made several journeys as an explorer. He was
also the architect who designed Lionel Samson’s house in
St Georges Terrace, said to have been the finest private
residence in Perth for many years.
George, who had trained as a pharmacist in England,
established the colony’s first pharmacy, which he later
expanded into a general store. He was an influential
businessman, who was involved in agriculture and
mining, and in exporting the colony’s produce to
Britain. He was also deeply involved with the
Wesleyan Church, and organised the building of a
church, and a school for Aboriginal children.
Before coming to WA, Arthur had been a bookseller in
London, and had acquired skills as a printer and
compositor. After Charles Macfaull’s death in 1846,
Arthur managed the Perth Gazette and, in January
1848, became its proprietor and editor.
The lives of all three were cut short by tragedy.
William Kernot and George were both drowned when
the small vessels in which they were travelling were
lost during voyages between Fremantle and the
outports. In 1871 Arthur was prosecuted over
statements that Sir Archibald Burt, the Chief Justice,
considered to be libellous. Arthur was fined and
imprisoned for several months. He was then in poor
health, and the stress of the affair led to his death from
apoplexy, at the age of 55.
June Shenton Turner, George’s great-granddaughter,
spent many years on the research for this book; in
writing it, she was assisted by her son Martin, and by
various other historians. The book is beautifully
produced, and contains numerous illustrations.
William Kernot, George and Arthur all deserve
individual biographies, as does George’s son Sir
George Shenton (1842-1909), but these would involve
many years of research and writing. Meanwhile, we are
grateful to June for producing an excellent book on a
notable Western Australian family.

This large (614 pp), wellproduced book has been written
by The Boy Who Told Stories,
Errol Seymour. It is not, he
insists, an historical volume,
rather an ‘anecdotal history’ or
memoir of a pioneering family,
the Seymours, of which Errol is
a proud member. His first nine
years were spent on the
Seymour family farm at
Dunsborough at a time when the
town was little more than a
family enterprise. Errol’s
memory of an idyllic rural life is vivid and Part 1 of the
book contains his happy recall of those early years.
While the family was founded in Western Australia by
Frederick William Seymour, who arrived in 1838 as a
whaler, and his wife Mary, it was Robert John
Seymour – the author’s grandfather – who pioneered
Dunsborough in the 1920s with 400 acres of land. The
family also had the general store and some holiday
cottages as well as delivering milk from their dairy
farm. They acquired and then sold off the land that
now covers Dunsborough township. The Seymour
family name is virtually forgotten in the district today
and part of Errol Seymour’s purpose in writing this
book is to remind readers of the role his family played
in developing the district. Good use has been made of
oral histories, newspaper accounts and personal papers
to piece the story together as it tracks back in time
beyond the author’s recall.
While the book is unusually structured, its parts are
clearly delineated and well presented. Part 2 picks up
Errol’s autobiography and tells of his academic
successes, first at UWA and then in the USA, followed
by his recruitment by Shell Oil and a successful thirtyyear career in the oil and gas industry. This career
brought him back to WA in 1974 to assume design
responsibility for Woodside-Burmah’s off-shore gas
pipeline to bring North West Shelf gas to the mainland.
It was a challenging task and Errol became Chief
Pipeline Engineer, designing the North Rankin A
Trunkline. It was a great success.
He retired in 1996 and moved with his wife to a farm at
Bridgetown. There they tried their hand at growing
organic strawberries before turning to fruit processing Organic Fine Foods - producing pureed fruit snacks.
Errol’s innovative engineering and design skills were
applied with initial success to this new enterprise until
ill-health and age dictated its sale. Parts 1 and 2, which
are Errol’s autobiography, comprise the first half of the
book and provide a lively and perceptive account of a
successful and happy life where opportunities have
been seized. It also recognises the sadder shades that
are part of all our life stories.
Part 3 takes the Seymour story backwards to Robert
John Seymour, author’s grandfather, and his family,
and traces the family’s life in the Dunsborough district.
Many family stories are re-told, family memories revisited — joys, conflicts and losses explored. At the
end after World War II the Seymour dynasty in
Dunsborough comes to an end. Part 4 tracks even
further back to the beginnings of British colonisation in
WA and the arrival of the first Seymour. However his
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name was then Frederick William Palmer, arriving in
1838. In 1848 he changed his name to William
Frederick Seymour for no clear reason that can be
ascertained today. This is the type of surprise that
genealogical research throws up and the book
documents the convolutions the research took as the
past was disentangled. Part 4 also contains an
interesting account of Seymour’s involvement in early
shore-based whaling as Chief Headsman at the Castle
Rock Whaling Station in Geographe Bay.
This substantial and well-written book is Errol
Seymour’s tribute to his Seymour family. He has reinstated them in historical memory as he set out to do.
Too often in the past only the elite of society survived
in the historical record; it is not so today.

Denise Cook, That was My Home: Voices from
the Noongar Camps in Fremantle and the
Western Suburbs, UWA Publishing, 2019. In
Library & Bookshop $30.
Reviewer: Rhuwina Griffiths
When we tell someone that
we’re going home, we
generally mean that we’re
returning to a house or a
building in which we live.
However, for Aboriginal
communities, the idea of
home encompasses much
more than a physical building
and it is this wider connection
to the land that is
fundamental to their identity,
spiritual values and beliefs.
In That was my home, Denise Cook sets out to help the
reader understand why Noongar people were displaced
Community Officer:
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from their land and settled in camps. The book focuses
on the period between the 1930s to 1950s when camps
were established around Fremantle, Swanbourne and
the Shenton Park suburbs. It is structured around
Noongar people’s stories. Denise’s skill as an oral
historian enables her to collect and present these stories
in an engaging and informative manner, covering both
the history of life in the camps and what happened
when Aboriginal communities were displaced from
their lands. The camps were never intended to be
permanent structures and, in order to reduce the
numbers of Aboriginal people living in them, many
were forced to move to native settlements or back to
the country where they came from.
Here is Noongar Elder, Corrie Bodney, born in 1932,
recounting his memories of growing up:
I was born in the bush off Alfred Road and
what they call Narla Road now. It’s where the
Swanbourne Primary School is now built. It
was Crown land in that part of the country. We
camped all through it, and it’s been a camping
ground for thousands of years, you know, of
Aboriginal people there. We moved from place
to place…we moved round and round until
they bulldozed the camps down…One bush
camp to another bush camp. As they started to
develop here, we’d move somewhere else. We
really enjoyed life in the bush, you know, we
were bred and born to live in the bush, because
things were just sort of free and easy, we could
do what we wanted to do.
Of particular note in this book are the photographs.
Nearly every page has one or more archival images
which have been skilfully selected and placed with the
relevant text. As we see these and hear the Noongar
voices from the past telling stories about the camps, we
start to understand what they mean by ‘home’.
If you’re a member who receives this newsletter in
hard copy by post, and you’re happy to receive it by
email, please contact 9386 3841 or
admin@histwest.org.au with your email address, and
save money and trees by receiving it online!

